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Can we categorise and label parties based on their party-group relation strength and
networks?
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Some parties are (historically) more sensitive towards the incorporation of societal 
claims and concerns than other parties. Central in this argument are the party interest, 
the general interest and the way societal groups aim to influence politics.
Belgium = specific context: pillarization, neo-corporatism -> favours certain interest 
groups (the more representative, older, larger and best organised ones, with many 
members, tasks endowed by the policymakers, etc… (= professionalized groups)), often 
in the economic sphere
-> largely characterized by historical continuation of the party-group bonds and 
information exchange, contacts, relations at different policy levels
-> decision role of interest groups
Other more societal, smaller, less organised groups in the non-economic sphere
-> only recently (since the regionalization of the country) some of them were involved in 
numerous councils organized by the federal and regional governments (ministerial) + 
parliamentary commissions (cf. hearings etc.)
-> consultative role (=/= decisive) in the policy making process
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Political effectiveness : ideological position (flexibility towards the centre of the 
ideological space) + (expected) electoral strength + governing experience.
-> correlation with attractiveness of political parties from a group perspective !
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Congruence – measure of consistency in the collective opinion on party-group
frequency, strength, form and impact
The higher the congruence, the smaller the range or scope is expected to be (cf. Allern
2010)
CONGRUENCE -> GROUP FOCUS & CONCENTRATION 
How? Via exploration of party-group linkages
Perspective : party perspective (voice of the party elite)
Congruence = total reference to IGs / number of “unique” IGs
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Expectations (what is hypothesized?): 
1, former mass integration parties -> institutionalisation of linkages
(pillarizetion/neocorp) -> stronger links with economic groups compared to society 
groups (more structural)
2, new parties -> relative stronger links with a broad variety of society groups
compared to pillar and neocorporatist organisations and economic groups (more ad 
hoc)
Closeness & formalization = logical knowledge (epistemological thruth)
-> elite congruence ? (= empirical thruth -> data collection, mining and analysis)
Causes of elite congruence: historical, ideologogical, organisational, strategic factors.
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Below average congruence < large variation in IGs = low concentration of the party’s 
focus on econcomic and/or societal groups
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Congruentiescore :
Low = either large variety (B) and/or relatively few strong links (A = averaged for each
party based on the number of participants)*
High = either low variety (B) and/or relatively many strong links (A)*
*Different result when calculated based on the average per participant (last row)
[reference = 1,68(/54/6)=0,187)
CD&V: 0,29 (high centripetal focus -> impactful relations?)
----
N-VA: 0,19
Groen : 0,18
Sp.a: 0,16
Open VLD: 0,14
VB: 0,14
But this result does not reflect the differences as well as the ones based on the
calculations in the table.
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The data are new.
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Based on the records for the ‘Igs with which the parties have had relative (very) strong 
relations in the election year 2013-2014’ we found that:
In the case of the old mass integration and pillar parties (CD&V en Sp.a):
1, due to huge concentration of closeness with a handful of IGs
2, combined with relative high above average references to IGs
3, the congruence score is high
In the case of the new parties (Groen en VB) and the weakest pillarized party (Open 
VLD):
1, due to low concentration of closeness
2, combined with relative lower average references to IGs
3, the congruence score is low
CD&V and VB are at the extremes (opposites)
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Based on the records for the ‘IGs with which the parties have had relative
structured/organized relations in the election year 2013-2014’ we found that:
again, CD&V and the new parties Groen and VB are at the extremes (opposites)
However, the underlying assumptions are not clear:
- Due to the high variety of different IGs for VB
- Due to the low variety in Igs mentioned for CD&V and Groen
- Sp.a : relatively wide scope of Igs with which organized/structured relations exist,,,
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Based on the records for the ‘IGs that had a relative (very) strong programmatic
influence in the election year 2013-2014’ we found that:
Sp.a experienced most impact from above average number of Igs -> low congruence
CD&V, Open VLD & N-VA experienced most impact from fewer Igs -> high congruence
VB and Groen experienced least impact from a relative wide range of Igs -> lowest
congruence
Again, CD&V and VB are at the extremes (opposites)
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H1: the link between closeness, form and perceived impact is largely confirmed :
- Based on the actual counts for each party
- Based on the qualitative analysis of the concerned Igs
Though, there are considerable intra-party differences.
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H2: Perceived impact is higher when congruence on the strength and form of the
relations with organised groups is high
The higher the congruence on closeness, the higher the congruence on impact… 
Two exceptions: N-VA and Open VLD
H3: Closeness-impact relation is relatively stronger for traditional parties
-> pillarized pluralism
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